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To: sfin@akleg.gov
Subject: Covid19 Emergency - Alaska Continuance
Of the constituents citizens of District 8, the majority have been in opposition to
extending the control of government that has destroyed peoples livelihoods, businesses, jobs and
the economies of Alaska, The United States and the world. The CDC has proven it’s self wrong over
and over. It is time to stop listening to there incorrect and flawed recommendations handed down
as though they are infallible. We are tired of these uninformed “ junior dictator” doctors. We want
our lives back. Yes, even at the risk of contracting Covid-19. I’ve had Covid-19 and its not that bad.
And the percentage of death is ultra low, not warranting the destruction of our economies and lives.
Many Dr.’s have publicly stated and backed it up with scientific data, that these are the wrong
courses of actions we have taken. With all the fear mongering from the mainstream media and the
false data that we are being feed from the CDC, many are running around claiming “The Sky is
Falling” . Do your homework.“ I DO NOT CONSENT” by DR. Gold and “CORONA FALSE ALARM? Facts
and Figures” by Drs.’ Reiss and Bhakdi are excellent starting points to gain the truth about this fraud
foisted upon the world. To keep taking Federal money that our country does NOT have –“AMERICA
IS BROKE”, places Alaska even further under federal dictates. And that is sheer insanity when the
Inmates are now running the Asylum and have NO idea of what they are doing!
Vote NO on extending the emergency powers as we are running out of options for our economy and
many lives because of these greedy pharmaceutical corps that could care less about the citizens
health. They have already made Billions and are planning to make many more! The largest
contributors to politicians are these drug companies and we the people keep suffering under their
avarice. Fewer people have died this year than last year, so how do we have a pandemic? Where are
the yearly co-morbid deaths due to colds, flu and bronchial problems – there are zero. Strange that
the same number are all accredited to Covid-19 deaths. The false statements from the CDC are
laughable, if it were not so serious. These are peoples lost lives. To be complicit or claim ignorance
after being warned, is the same as pulling the trigger. Please do your homework and get us off this
mad unscientific circus wheel.
Loy Thurman Dist. 8 Chair
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